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This book includes 3 manuscripts:Bitcoin: WHAT YOU OUGHT TO Know About The Cryptocurrency
(Amazon Best Seller)Ethereum: What You Need To FIND OUT ABOUT The Blockchain-Based

PlatformBlockchain: How Technologies Behind Bitcoin Is Changing Money and BusinessRegardless of
how much you know about the Cryptocurrency phenomenon or whether you are a total newbie, this book

will explain the concepts assuming no prior knowledge and can give you all you need to know. It goes over
all the general area so far as the annals of bitcoin and the potential financial investment it has. A very

informational and interesting examine. Here's what readers say:“This is a great book for folks needs to dip
their toes in crypto currency. The writer discussed extensively on advantages and restrictions of

cryptocurrencies, how and to buy them, what things to remember while buying them and what are the
pitfalls you need to prevent while trading.“Very informing reserve! I had found out about bitcoin previous,

but had never understood why it experienced such a enthusiast following. I wanted to know more about
cryptocurrency, so bought this reserve. The author has done a fantastic job in describing what bitcoin and

cryptocurrency are about.” Well worth reading guide!”
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Useless The indegent grammar and composition in these "books" make them uncomfortable to read. Covers
the basics very well. There are no detailed explanations of why cryptocurrency is a good expenditure or how
they work.. Also, he doesn't even understand cryptocurrency lingo like 'mining' that total newbies like me
have even heard. He phone calls coin mining 'getting' bitcoins. The authors are simply riding the crypto
wave to produce a quick buck.The author gave me the information about the basic knowledge of exactly
what cryptocurrency , Blockchain and Ethereum is and how they work. It includes no useful information
only a bunch of painfully obvious statements that aren't even beneficial to beginners. Have a look at the high
evaluations and you may quickly notice they are virtually all in poor English and contrived. Obviously
payed for. After reading of this guide, I can feel more confident trading and using cryptocurrencies that are
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suppertend by the Blockchain. For the time being do not send one more dime to these rip-off artists.
Although good examples are provided, they are not particularly convincing and i leave the book still not
really "convinced" of the broad-based potential use that's claimed, although i do see "usefullness" in a few
specific sectors. I wanted real insight in to the bitcoin/blockchain technology however the author continues
on and on repeating himself to expand the quantity. Interesting however, not penetrating I was looking for
significantly deeper insights into the true "usefullness" of blockchain technology and cryptos. poor quality
no content Not trusting good evaluations on this book. Could it be "THAT" revolutionnary? I remain
unconvinced. One great aspect of it is usually that it can help you get started in the event that you were
interested in establishing your personal wallet. He says things like (paraphrased) "bitcoins certainly are a
good expenditure, because each goes up in value". One Star Badly written and not extremely informative.
I'm so irritated that I paid for this. Good read The book is well written and easy to read. More importantly
the writer clearly doesn't in fact understand investing or how blockchain functions.. This book is
recommended to me by my pal I am thinking about Cryptocurrency. And I wish to get plenty of information
on this topic. This book is clear, detailed and well organized. Ignore fake 5 superstar testimonials and save
your money This so called book reads like it was written by an 8th grader with a term paper assignment who
is trying to stretch the thinnest most obvious information on a topic out to meet his 10 page duration
requirement.This book is preferred to me by my friend. I discover it not only extremely interesting, but also
very helpful and practical. Amazon must do a better job policing this stuff. I recommend this publication
everyone who wants to learn more details on this topic. It really is worth reading. Five Stars Must go
through if you would like to begin to understand this new technology
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